Broadcasting is a fundamental communication task in mobile ad hoc networks, and minimizing broadcasting time (or latency) is crucial to the performance ofmany applications. Extensive studies have been conducted on the minimization of broadcasting time in the context of radio networks, which are usually modeled as general graphs. In this paper, we consider how to achieve this goal with distributed algorithms based on a more realistic (and restricted) network model. We propose a randomized algorithm that completes broadcasting in O(D log(n/D) +log2 n) time, where n is the number of nodes in the network and D the eccentricity (maximum distancefrom the source node to any other node). Compared with a previous optimal algorithm that achieves the same result for general networks, our algorithm obviates the need to know the network eccentricity D beforehand We also propose a deterministic broadcasting algorithm that works in 0(n) time, which is in contrast with the best known result of O(n log2 D) for general networks.
Introduction
In a mobile ad hoc network (MANET), a set of wireless mobile nodes communicate with each other using radio transmission. Without relying on any pre-existing infrastructure, nodes in the networks self-organize into a network for communication. The self-organizing and wireless nature of ad hoc networks introduces a number of challenging research issues in the design of network protocols. One of the major challenges comes from the potential interference caused by the simultaneous transmission of nearby nodes: if two nodes transmit a message to some common receiving node at the same time, the message will be corrupted or lost. In such a case, we say that a collision has occurred 1-4244-0910-1/07/$20.00 ®2007 IEEE. at the receiving node. This characteristic gives rise to many interesting problems for some fundamental tasks ofnetwork communication.
In this paper we study the distributed broadcast scheduling problem in ad hoc networks. In broadcasting, a source node sends a message to all the other nodes in the network. We want to minimize the broadcast latency, which is defined as the time taken by the message to reach all the nodes in the network. A small broadcasting latency is crucial to network performance in many aspects and is required by a variety of applications, such as real-time multimedia broadcasting and military communications based on ad hoc sensor networks. We assume that individual nodes have no a priori knowledge about network topology, as is often the case in practical self-organized networks.
There have been extensive studies on minimizing broadcasting latency in the context of radio packet networks. Most previous work employs a general graph model, based on which complexity issues are explored and efficient algorithms are designed. However, as highlighted by [13] , the general graph model is not an accurate description of networks that may arise in real-world settings; the authors of [13] propose a restricted class of graphs, called planar point graphs, that prove to be a more accurate model of ad hoc networks. A planar point graph consists of a set of points on a plane; each of these points is associated with a transmission range, and a directed edge exists between two nodes if the Euclidean distance between the two nodes is less than or equal to the transmission range of the source node. As a result of this restriction, some complexity results concerning the broadcast time on general graphs do not necessarily hold for the planar point graphs. In this paper we apply a further restriction to the planar point graphs that reflects the physical characteristics of wireless devices. In our network model, called the MANETgraph, there exists a maximum transmission range rmax and a minimum transmission range rm>i among all the nodes in the network. The constant rmax is determined by the upper limit of all nodes' power levels and is therefore greater than zero. Likewise, the constant rmin corresponds to the lowest power level. In practice, wireless network interface cards usually provide a set of discrete power levels [10] , thus it is reasonable to assume that rmin > 0. (The nodes with a zero power level do not function and can be omitted from the network). A similar network model and assumptions regarding transmission ranges have been made in [9] .
Under the restricted network model, we design broadcasting algorithms that demonstrate advantages over some of the best previously known algorithms for general networks. Specifically, we propose a randomized algorithm that completes broadcasting in O(D log(n/D) + log2 n) time. Compared with a previous algorithm that achieves the same result for general networks, our algorithm obviates the need to know the network eccentricity D beforehand; the fastest previously known eccentricity-ignorant algorithm for directed general networks runs in 0(n) time. We also propose a deterministic algorithm that works in 0(n) time, which is in contrast with the best known result of 0(n log2 D) for general networks. A simple extension of the deterministic broadcasting algorithm yields an 0(n) time gossiping algorithm.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 documents related work for both general networks and restricted networks; Section 3 describes our network model formally; Section 4 presents the randomized algorithm for broadcasting; Section 5 gives the deterministic algorithm for both broadcasting and gossiping, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
In this section we review related work on broadcast scheduling for both general networks and restricted networks.
Broadcast scheduling in general networks
There has been a large body of literature on broadcasting in unknown radio networks. One of the earliest papers is by Chlamtac and Kutten [3] , who study the complexity of minimum latency broadcast scheduling with interference and show that the problem is NP-hard for general graphs. For randomized solutions for this problem, Alon et al. [1] show that there exists a network of constant eccentricity for which broadcasting needs Q(log2 n) time. Kushilevitz and Mansour [11] provide another lower bound Q(D log(n/D)) for n-node networks of eccentricity D. These two results together establish the well-known lower bound of Q(D log(n/D) + log2 n). In a seminal paper, Bar-Yehuda et al. [2] propose a broadcasting algorithm running in time 0(D log n + log2 n), which is optimal for Figure 1 . An example of a network topology. all D < n" , but is by a logarithmic factor off from optimal for D close to n. The gap between the lower and upper bounds has been closed by Czumaj and Rytter [7] ; using the knowledge of D, they carefully construct a "selecting sequence" that has stronger property than the original uniform sequence and improves the broadcasting time to optimum.
The problem of deterministic broadcasting has also been intensively studied. It is shown by Clementi et al. [6] that any deterministic broadcasting algorithms for general unknown network require Q(n log D) time. Chlebus et al. [4] give an algorithm with running time 0(n`5); Chrobak et al. [5] design an almost optimal algorithm of running time O(n log2 n); and the best known algorithm is given by Czumaj and Rytter which runs in time O(n log2 D) [7] .
Broadcast scheduling in restricted networks
Sen and Huson [13] were the first to point out that general graphs are not an accurate description of realistic networks. They show that a restricted class of graph called planar point graphs is a better model, and that the broadcast scheduling problem remains NP-complete even in this restricted domain. They further give an 0(n log n) algorithm when all the nodes are located on a line. Sen and Huson's model has been assumed in [9] , which adds another restriction concerning the transmission ranges of nodes, as mentioned in Section 1. With this extra restriction, the authors in [9] are able to obtain an optimal broadcast latency. However, their algorithms are centralized and rely on the knowledge of global network topology. Finally, [8] studies the broadcasting problem on random graphs.
Model and terminology
We model a mobile ad hoc network using a directed graph G = (V, E) on the plane. Each node u E V has an ordinate pair (xv, Yu) E R2, and a maximum transmission range r11. A directed edge (u, v) E E if and only if v is within the ru, of node a. We assume that for all u E V, ru E [rmin, rmax] where rmin E R+ and rmax E R+ are the minimum and maximum transmission ranges, respectively. We denote by D the eccentricity of G, which is equal to the maximum distance from the source to any other node. Initially, a node does not have any prior knowledge about the network topology or its immediate neighbors; it only knows its coordinates, the transmission range limits rmin and rmax, and the network size n (or a linear upper bound for n). Notice that our deterministic algorithm does not need any knowledge of n. For notational convenience, we assume, without loss of generality, that n is a power of 2; moreover, when we use the expression O(log(Ni/N2)), we mean O(max(log(Ni /N2), 1)), to avoid the case N1 = N2.
In the broadcasting problem, we assume that all nodes in the network are reachable from the source node. In the gossiping problem, we assume that the graph is strongly connected.
Time [2] : in log n + 1 consecutive time steps, which we call a decay round, nodes in the network transmit with probability 1, 1,2-, .. .,2 log n at the step 0, 1, . . ., log n, respectively. It can be proved that a decay round yields a successful transmission with a constant probability. Using this procedure as a building block, Algorithm 1 runs in O(log2 n) time to produce a successful transmission with probability at least 1 -n-1
After the execution of Algorithm 1, with probability at least This means that in the loop of Line 11, Algorithm 2, if the sum of four consecutive A[j]'s is for the first time greater than 6 log n, then with a high probability, j + 3 falls between (log ni-4, log ni]. It follows that log ni < j + 7 < log ni + 4; taking ni = 2i+7 as the approximation of ni leads to ni < ni < 16ni, as desired.
After the execution of Algorithm 2, the leader notifies all the other nodes in Ci of nj, and then all nodes in Ci obtain an approximation ICil for ICil that satisfies ICil < 16ICil + 1 < 32ICil. Proof We only have to show that for any single node v E V, if we take a shortest path P = (vo,v1,...,vl)(l < D) from the source node to v, then node v will be active after O(D log(n/D)) time with probability at least 1 -n-2. Since there are n nodes in the network, the union bound will imply the theorem:
Pr(all nodes in G become active after O(D log(n/D)) time) > 1n -n = I -n-l Before we proceed, we first introduce a lemma that gives some properties of the path and the nodes on it. Lemma 1. Let Cp -{Ccell(vi): Vi E P} be the set ofcells associated with all the nodes on P, then (1) EcpCI < n; (2) any C E Cp contains at most two nodes on P.
Consider a node vi(I < i < 1) on path P, and let the random variable Yi denote the time between the activation time of vi's proceeding node, vi-1, and the activation time of vi. Clearly, Y1, Y2,. . ., Y1 are independent of each other. So the time it takes to successfully deliver the message from the source to node v, is Z = El Yi. From the proof of Theorem 1, a decay round yields a successful transmission with probability at least 0. 1, so for a single time step at vi-1, the probability of successful transmission is at least Pi -1/(1O log Ccell(-i)i ). We consider two cases separately: This inequality, combined with our argument at the beginning of the proof, proves the theorem for the case D -Q(log4 n).
Case 2. D = O(log4 n) For networks of "small" eccentricities, we can prove the theorem by showing that our algorithm can achieve O (D log n + log2 n) broadcasting time (the same as that of the algorithm in [2] ), which is asymptotically equal to O(D log(n/D) + log2 n).
The analysis is similar to the first case. Let po -log n, then for every 1 < i < 1, pi > po. Let Finally, the results of theorems 1 and 2 indicate that our broadcast scheme comprising the two stages (cell size approximation and broadcasting) requires a total time of O(D log(n/D) + log2 n).
Deterministic broadcasting and gossiping
In this section, we first assign distinct labels 1,2,..., ICiI to the nodes in cell i. The labels help to serialize the transmissions within a cell; coupled with the time division mechanism of the grids, the distributed broadcast can be easily scheduled. We then extend the broadcast algorithm to a simple gossiping algorithm that works in time O(n), which is optimal.
The problem of assigning labels to nodes in a cell has been investigated in [12] This is repeated until all nodes have been assigned IDs from {1, 2,. .., ICiI}. According to the analysis in [12] , the process of assigning labels succeeds in O(n) time with high probability.
Let the label of a node v in cell i be label (v) . Node v can determine its transmission time as follows: upon receiving the message for the first time, v waits until the next time step tnext = (a ICiI + label(v))k 2 + i, where a E N, and then transmit the message. This way, the transmissions of nodes within a cell will not interfere with each other;
